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SEAWALL BEACH AN UNSPOILED BARRIER SPIT
TRIP C-5




Seawall Beach "is the only large, undeveloped or unaltered 
barrier spit in Maine." (Nelson and Fink 1978) Most barrier spit 
systems in Maine have been developed or altered by man for his 
uses. The system is typically connected to the mainland by a 
rocky headland and extends northeasterly to southwesterly by a 
sand beach and dune systems. It terminates on the southwest by 
the Sprague River and is separated from Popham beach on the 
northeast by the Morse River. Both the Sprague River and the 
Morse River are tidal inlets. The Sprague River meanders from 
its source through an extensive tidal marsh system. Between the 
beach and the marsh on the southeast end is a parabolic dune 
system which rises at its highest to about 4.5 meters above the 
high tide level. On the northeast end of the barrier the marsh 
system is not as well developed and the Morse River terminates 
in a tidal embayment called Spirit Pond. The dune system on the 
north is relatively low in elevation and has in the past 
developed a low scarp as erosion primarily from northeast storms 
have impinged on it. This dune system is also very much 
influenced by the position of the outer part of the Morse River 
Channel which has over the years migrated across the segment 
between Morse Mountain and Popham Beach and at times infringed 
upon the dunes.
Seawall Beach is a part of the nature preserve called Morse 
Mountain under the care of Bates College. In its unaltered state 
it provides an area of research which can be carried through 
over a number of years,giving long range information. Both the 
Geology Department and the Biology Department have a number of 
ongoing projects and Seawall has provided research areas for a 
number of senior theses. Many courses give students their first 
opportunity to view the action of the seashore environment at 
this location.
The purpose of this trip is to give the opportunity to view 
the characteristics of this unique area. Many if not most of 
the ideas expressed here are those of a number of persons who 
have been researching the area. Acknowledgement is given Bruce 
Nelson,Ken Fink,Duncan Fitzgerald and his students. I am also 
indebted to my students Carol Gerster,Ross Hanson,Laura Simmons, 
Amy Frankenburg who did theses there,also I thank my students in
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my Short Term Course of 1986, Keith Wight, Jennifer Andrews, 
Jennifer Smalley and Steve Browning who aided me with specific 
data collection for this trip. The research thus far 
accomplished still only gives suggestion of the "facts" but 
hopefully with long term results we will know more.
Only very basic facts are presented in the field log, it is 
hoped that persons will be stimulated to research some of the 
areas untouched and that discussion will be initiated. During 
the trip graphics will be displayed to illustrate many of the 
features observed.
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Assembly point - McDonalds, Topsham Fair Mall (1-95 & Rte 196)
7:30 A.M. Route to Morse Mountain Preserve and
Seawall Beach: Follow Route 196 to Route 1. North on Route 1 to
Bath. At Bath turn south on Route 209, at about 9.5-10 miles 
Route 209 takes a sharp left to go to Popham Beach. Continue 
straight on Route 216 for about one mile. Opposite mail box on 
right is a road to the left. Parking area before gate. Follow 
road to causeway and Location 1 about .5 miles.
LOCATION 1: SPRAGUE RIVER MARSH
We are at the upper portion of the Sprague River.
Here at low tide the small stream falls over a rocky bottom 
under the bridge. It is often questioned as to how much fresh 
water is added to the upper reaches of the river. On May 22,
1986 the salinity was measured with an incoming tide. The 
salinity was 19.5 0/00,the temperature was 9O C.. When the tide 
was at low ebb the salinity at the same location was 10 0/00
and the temperature was 16^ C.. During high tide as it was 
reaching its peak here the salinity below the bridge showed at 
about 22 0/00 and above the bridge rapidly increased from about
8 0/00 to 22 0/00 as the tide passed up the falls. Two days
later measurements again were made, this time on the upper side 
of the bridge where the temperature was 8^ C. with a salinity of 
7 0/00 and below the bridge still under tidal influence the 
salinity was 18 0/00 with the same temperature. These
measurements were made on a cloudy day during which there was a
limited amount of rain. Under sunny conditions the temperature 
will rise considerably in that portion above the bridge as the 
tide c h a n g e s .S a linity on the beach that day was 26 0/00.
Although this is but one example, it is evident that fresh water
is entering the system above the bridge .
The conclusions are that the amount of fresh water in
the tidal inlet depends on several factors. 1. The amount of
precipitation immediately prior to measurement. 2. The state 
of tide. 3. The location within the inlet system.
LOCATION 2: LOOKOUT POINT ON TOP OF MORSE MOUNTAIN
From here one can look out across Sprague River Marsh. 
The regular course of the river is marked by the meandering 
pattern. Some years ago a straight ditch was made in order that 
the marsh drain more rapidly in an attempt to control the 
mosquito population. On the marsh can be seen a number of small
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ponds called p a n n e s . The origin of these is not yet known. In 
some cases they seem to be a wide place in a small drainage 
channel, however, in most cases they are not connected to the 
tidal creek. Some suggestions have been made that they are rot 
spots in the vegetation or perhaps where ice rafted sediments 
are dropped killing the vegetation. They are a good research 
p r o j e c t .
Looking to the south one can see the south end of 
Seawall beach. At the extreme right against the steep banking 
on bedrock where the cottages are located you can see where the 
Sprague River enters the sea. If it were not for the river the
beach would be tied to the mainland here. On the beach side a 
spit has developed behind which are located a dune field, which
is bordered on the back side by the marsh.
Looking back to the left about a third of the way 
along the beach you can see a large mound with a depression. 
This is probably the most spectacular of the parabolic dunes to 
be observed on this beach. As you can see the prevailing wind 
is from the the northwest and blows the sand leaving a blowout 
and carrying the sand toward the ocean. On the oceanward 
you can observe the sand which has been transported and
accumulates over the sea grasses on the ocean side. The dunes 
are cut into by the waves in storms particularly in the 
northeast storms of the winter gradually cutting away the dune.
LOCATION 2A : MORSE MOUNTAIN VIEW
Walk over to the north side of the mountain on the
bare rock slope and we can look onto the tidal inlet named the
Morse River which separates the Morse Mountain Preserve from 
Popham Beach. The Morse River is much larger than the Sprague 
and ends in the body of water to the left called Spirit Pond.. 
Near the river you can see a bedrock outcrop of granite
pegmatite which prevents lateral migration of the Morse River.
At the main beach we can also see such an outcrop which has tied 
the beach to the headland. We will look at this in more detail 
at Location 6.
LOCATION 3: THE BEACH
We have arrived at the beach itself. On the left is a 
rock outcrop of granite pegmatite. An examination of this 
outcrop shows the intrusion of quartz veins, much biotite mica 
and hornblende, as well as occasional inclusions of country 
rock.This leads us to a discussion of the source of sediment on 
the beach. During the spring of 1986 a series of samples were 
taken on three segments of the beach to see if there are any 
suggestions of variations either in size or composition along 
the length of the beach. Several samples were taken from the 
spit at the high tide line near the Sprague River. The three 
segments mentioned were taken as follows: one toward the south
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end of the beach, one in the middle sector near the pegmatite 
outcrop and the third on the north end of the beach. The system 
involved making three traverses 30 meters apart and 
perpendicular to the length of the beach. On each traverse 
samples were taken at 30 meter intervals from high to low tide 
lines. Fitzgerald and Fink (1980) give the source of sediments 
as related to the Kennebec River, from glacial d e p o s i t s ,local 
bedrock and biogenic sources. They also present a scenario of a 
clockwise gyre recirculating the sands from the Kennebec outward 
and southward and then back to the north along the front of 
Seawall and Popham beaches.
The general conclusions are that a fining occurs north 
along the beach, indicating probable net drift in this 
direction. Dye marker experiments show the movement of water 
along the beach to be variable, very much dependent on wind 
d i r e c t i o n .
LOCATION 4 : PARABOLIC DUNE
wTraverse a distance of 1200 meters south along the 
beach. The dune line up to this point has a relatively low 
profile. Here the dunes increase to a height of about 4.5 
meters above the high tide line. During May of 1986 one of the 
most noticeable features seen was the washover into the blowout 
area behind the dune. The strongest winds particularly in the 
fall and with clearing weather after a storm are from the 
northwest and hence most modification of the dunes occurs with
these winds. Sand is blown out from behind the dune and across 
the crest. In the lee of the dune (in this case on the 
oceanward side), the sand is deposited on the dune grass. The
seaward side is further modified by winds coming from offshore, 
and probably more importantly is eroded by storm waves. The 
washover you observe is a result of these storms.
LOCATION 5: LOW DUNES ON NORTH END OF BEACH
Returning back up the beach, past the bedrock we are
struck by the low dune profile. Here the front edge of the dune
very often shows a steep low scarp,but is not very high.
Northeast storms are most likely to erode this part of the
beach, although the rock islands just off-shore should logically
protect them. More than likely the combination of wave action
plus the tidal currents out of the Morse River are responsible
for most of the erosion. In the past few years this segment of
the back shore has been colonized by beach grass, where in 1982
Gerster found this area to have the above mentioned scarp. The
channel of the Morse River has shifted toward Popham since that
time. Wind action is responsible for the transport of some of
this sand to again build up these low dunes. In 1982 one could
see up on this portion of the beach similar features now seen 
further to the northeast on the tidal flat.
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Another mechanism of sand transport is that by 
floating ice blocks in the winter season. At low tide ice 
blocks are stranded on the tidal flats, with a return of the 
tides these blocks are picked up and floated shoreward. As they 
rested on the flats sand is frozen to the bottom side and with 
melting it is deposited. In the salt marshes one can observe 
this phenomenon more readily and several persons have suggested 
that this may be responsible for the "dead" spots on the marsh 
where salt pannes form.
Looking seaward from here one can observe a series of
islands. Heron island is to the southwest and the Fox Islands
•  _
to the northeast in front of Popham Beach. (See Figure 1) On a 
day with incoming waves this is an excellent place to observe
refraction and reflection of wave fronts. This produces a low
%tide tombolo because of the wave interference pattern. 
Observations of ripples on the tidal flat give us the 
opportunity to see evidence of the multiplicity of wave 
directions.
LOCATION 6: MORSE RIVER
Here there are several features of note. During the 
five or so years that we have been observing the beach, it is 
very noticeable that the beach grass has repopulated the bar, as 
previously mentioned. In 1982 when Gerster was making her 
survey there was beach and tidal flat in front of the low scarp 
of the dune. In that year the channel extended almost straight 
out across the bar. In the winter of 1982-83 the channel 
shifted its position roughly to the present location. With tide 
receding, drainage occurs first across the bar , as can be seen 
at low tide with the ripple patterns, then becomes confined to 
the main channel.
The second feature to note is that as you walk along 
the inlet your feet suddenly sink into the sands. These sands 
were investigated and determined to have a very narrow range of 
sizes, hence low stability. This seems to the result of the 
constant shift between ebb and flow c o n d i t i o n s ,h e n c e , sorting is 
excellent and any of the fine sediments are soon transported 
away. Equigranular sediments are quite unstable.
On the left you can observe a bedrock knob. This is 
the one we observed from the top of the mountain. Its main 
effect is to limit the lateral migration of the Morse River as 
it meanders. Composition of the knob is granite pegmatite. The 
tidal inlet has not always occupied this position. Several 
authors notably Fink and Fitzgerald have used areal photographs 
to show former shoreline features between here and Popham 
beach. In the far distance where you can observe the Pitch Pine 
forest is the scarp which represents the location of the tidal 
inlet in times past.Across the inlet you are also able to 
observe a break in the low dune where in 1982 a washover occured
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and the dune sands were carried into the marsh behind.
LOCATION 6A : TIDAL DELTA
Probably the most significant features of interest in 
the tidal inlet are the tidal deltas. Hanson (1983) and 
Frankenburg (1984) in their undergraduate theses studied these 
deltas in detail. These are best observed during the low tide 
cycle. These are flood tidal deltas constructed within the tidal 
inlet channel and found in both the Sprague and Morse Rivers. 
These deltas show the typical characteristics found in such 
structures. Megaripples develop with the flood tide and shift 
direction with the ebb tide. The flood tide comes across a ramp
and the ebb tide 
the delta.
is diverted with a shield to the other of
Frankenburg (1984) has made the most detailed study of
the outer delta in the Morse River. She made observations from
May of 1983-December 1983. She established a “permanent center 
stake" and from this each month reconstructed a 25m x 25m grid. 
"Measurements were made from the outermost stakes at the time of 
the daily predicted low tides." (Frankenburg 1984) The shape of 
the lobe was determinined for comparison with the previous month 
and sand samples of 6 or 7 cm^ were taken from the ebb shield, 
the flood ramp, the flood channel, and the spillover lobe for 
size analysis and comparisons.
In general it is accepted that the flood tide is 
stronger than the ebb tide. As the tide comes in it is forced 
into the narrower inlets hence an increase in velocity. Gravity 
is the governing force with a shift in tide and hence lower
with the ebb. Current velocities are 
difference between the spring and neap
velocities
also g r e a t ly
With a spring tide more water must enter the inlet over 
the same time span hence greater velocities.
General conclusions by Frankenburg are that the flood- 
tidal deltas in the Morse River are stable features.
w
"Modification in the form of accretion and depletion of the 
deltas occurs on a regular 
changing tidal prism.
due to the effects of a .
The sediment size decreases up inlet as
distance from source is increased. The effects of weather on the 
delta is of importance when connected with the effects of tidal 
currents."
(F r a n k e n b u r g , 1984 .p.87)
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